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manx telecom
Video Conferencing
Command the conversation  
with confidence 
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Video Conferencing

How your solution performs on the call can set the first impression with new clients, set 
the tone with existing partners and establish the effectiveness of internal meetings. 

In fact, we’d argue that video conferencing solutions have never been as important, 
or in demand, as they are today. That’s why we’ve opted for Poly video conferencing 
throughout our Headquarters. Poly’s discreet and advanced video conferencing devices 
offer outstanding performance to ensure you always look and sound like a boss.

Your video conferencing solution  
says more about your business  
than you might think. 

From supplying headsets for the moon landings in 1969, and riding with Virgin Hyperloop 
for its first successful passenger test, Poly has continually innovated and delivered 
outstanding business solutions for every situation.

Approved Partner
Manx Telecom is delighted to  
be an approved partner for Poly 
and we’re able to demonstrate, 
supply and integrate the full  
range of Studio video 
conferencing solutions.
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Small Room

X30

Medium Room

X50

Large Room

X70

Poly Solutions

Failure of any critical system is not an option, hence the centre has exemplary duplication 
of all critical systems on site.

As an approved partner, we can provide a next generation solution from survey to 
installation. In addition, we can help with everything from video conferencing solutions  
to their full range of products including TV screens and microphones.

Poly demo
If you’d like to see the benefits of Poly for yourself or find out more, contact our corporate 
team on 636636 or send the team an email. 

•  Best in class video
• Great on native apps
• Just plain easy
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Email sales@manxtelecom.com
www.manxtelecom.com/business 

Poly in Action: St John’s Mill

Since it opened in 2003, St John’s Mill has sought to provide businesses, charities, government departments, 
community groups and organisations with a first class event experience and has recently upgraded its facilities 
to accommodate the trend towards virtual and hybrid meetings. 

The challenge
Driven by its mission to facilitate inspiring events and make customers lives as happy as possible, staff at 
St John’s Mill quickly saw the potential for providing high quality online meetings and video conferencing to 
augment their beautiful physical meeting spaces, especially with the onset of the coronavirus pandemic.

“We have always strived to give 
our customers the best experience 
possible so they really get the most 
from their time with us,”
said Assistant Manager,  Sarah Ripamonti.

Key to their success would be multi-functionality, 
ease of use and uninterrupted connectivity – plus  
the ability to install a new system in the face of  
public health restrictions!

With more people making use of services such as 
Zoom and the ongoing difficulties of meeting people 
in person, we were keen to make sure we were 
providing a way of connecting with others that was 
easy and enjoyable but would also be a smooth 
trouble-free process.

View the full case study at 
manxtelecom.com/poly

Book a Poly Demo
If you’d like to see the benefits of Poly for yourself or find out more, 
contact our corporate team on 636636 or send the team an email. 


